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ABSTRACT

Framing Women takes a c~lturalist approach in examining the
history of gender polit~cs in film and discusses the impact
of feminist film theori~s , with part icular reference to the
work of New Zealand w ome~ filmmakers .
Chapter 1 examines the ~roduction process and the
difficulties faced by i~dependent filmmakers .
It explores
the dynamics of the classic Hollywood film and the
implications for women ~= its tradi~ional narrative codes .
Chapter 2 traces the ar~~stic roots of film , revealing the
origin of the cultural ~yths and stereotypes which are still
prevalent today , while ~hapter 3 looks at modern film theory
and its influence on fe=~nist film criticism .
Chapter 4 focuses on Ne~ Zealand film and the position of
women in its developme~~ , with particular attention to rhe
work of Melanie Read , G~ylene Preston , Jane Campion and
Alis on Maclean .
Inferences are drawn as ~ o the future of femi~ist film
criticism and the effec~ of the changing roles of women in
society on their repres~~tation in ~he media .
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